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would soon be left entirely alone. Off they went, and we
went on.
Very soon Farraj came back, protesting that he could not
bear to leave me so ill-attended. Look you, he said, we
would never have left our dear families and come out on
this business but for two reasons : hope of profit and fear of
punishment. I have no desire but to serve you, but it is
Zayid and 'Ali that are to blame for all our troubles. You
will surely not let their behaviour involve the rest of us in
loss. Tell me what you want and I will do it. He was the
lack-wit of our party—ever resisting but repenting, repenting
but resisting—but the frankest of them all in naive self-
seeking. I had appealed to his cupidity the previous evening
with some small pecuniary compensation for the trouble
involved in capturing the two foxes—and for a bitten finger
of which he had made the most, quite shamelessly.
Up hill and down dale we marched on. Here and there a
small patch of exposed bluish rock in the bottom of a valley
claimed our attention. The vegetation became scantier as
we went, and all that there was was dead. Soon the rolling
downs became absolutely bare, and the hot sun blazed down
on them until the sand glared again into our faces merci-
lessly. Now and again the higher sands produced a mirage
like sheets of glass. Not a bird did we see all that day,
though once we heard the piping of an invisible lark. A
dragonfly astonished me in such surroundings and thrice we
saw a butterfly—flitting shadows that caught my eye for an
instant and disappeared into the enveloping sheen of sand-
reflected light. Two gargoylish lizards crouched in the sandy fire
as we passed and were duly consigned to my ever-ready bottle.
We passed from Hadhat al Qata into Khillat al Hawaya
about mid-day—a vast down-tract of rounded ribs of soft
sand lying SW. and 3STE. as usual, with occasional lofty dunes
to vary the monotony. It was easy going, but the heat was
intense without relief. At 2 p.m. we halted by an exposed
patch of the underlying bedrock for a short rest. I spread
my mantle over the branches of a moribund Abal bush and
scraped away the heated upper layer of sand to make myself
a couch in the shade- I slept until I was summoned to eofiee,

